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CREMAGEL VITAMIN C + E is a product formulated based 
on Vitamin C (in the form of a stabilized natural extract) 
and Vitamin E incorporated into a new base excipient 
called cremagel that is characterized by its non-greasy 
texture.

BSK71  CREMAGEL ANTIEDAD

With Vitamin C + E   |  50 ml

Treatment cream for skin hyperpigmentations, formulated 
with CHROMABRIGHT®, with immediate action that 
unifies skin tone.

BSK70  CREMA DESPIGMENTATNTE

With Chromabright   |  50 ml

Our formula contains 3% DMAE reinforced with Hyaluronic 
Acid, so we observe an immediate lifting effect that 
stretches and tightens the skin, smoothing wrinkles.

BSK73  CREMA DMAE + HA

Anti-aging  |  50 ml
Dermcom & Gatuline Firmness Cream offers a complete 
treatment blending Dermcomal 2% and Gatuline® Intense 
2%.

BSK72  CREMA FIRMEZA

With growth factor stimulators   |  50 ml

Solution formulated to treat deep wrinkles, with 
anti-wrinkle actives that act on different levels of the skin. 
Intensive treatment with immediate and long action
Due to its complete formulation, it blurs fine lines, erases 
wrinkles and fills deeper wrinkles.

BSK75  SERUM CONCENTRADO ANTIARRUGAS

Anti-wrinkle Concentrated Serum  |  30 ml

The main components of the multivitamin serum are 
vitamin C, E and F, reinforced with the moisturizing action 
of proteoglycans. The synergy of these ingredients brings 
luminosity to the skin and improves its appearance.

BSK74  SERUM MULTIVITAMINICO

With Proteoglycans  |  30 ml
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Ferulic acid has the ability to fight free radicals and at the 
same time increase the effectiveness of other anti- 
oxidants, such as vitamins A, C and E. It improves skin 
elasticity and the support structure of collagen. Removes 
dead cells from the upper part of the skin and reduces 
superficial changes in pigment and sun spots... Increases 
the skin's ability to retain moisture.

BSK87  PEELPRO BRIGHTENING

Chemical Peel   |  50 ml

Cream rich in hydration and nutrition, which, thanks to its 
content in ursolic acid and silymarin, participates in the 
mechanisms of inflammation by inhibiting the synthesis of 
prostaglandins, in addition to acting as a protector of the 
cell membrane, preventing interaction with irritating 
agents.

BSK77  CREMA POST MESO

Post Meso Cream  |  50 ml

PRE&POST PRODUCT CATALOGUE 2020 

Alpha-hydroxy acid-based (AHA) products are widely used 
in the battle against old age as they promote hydration of 
the skin and stimulate the production of collagen and 
elastin. Of these, Lactic Acid and Glycolic Acid are the 
most widely used, facilitating the desquamation of dead 
cells and giving the skin a rosy and youthful appearance.

AHA TONICO

With Alpha Hydroxy Acids  |  500 ml

The actions of AHA and glycolic acid are highly hydrating 
and regenerating for fibers such as collagen and elastin 
and for other skin structures (glycosaminoglycans): it is 
excellent for preventing, reversing or reducing the effects 
of skin aging. They also help to smooth skin tone. Its 
exfoliating and comedolytic effect is very useful for 
treating oily or seborrheic skin, if it is formulated with the 
appropriate excipient.

BSK89  GEL GLICOLICO 20%

Glycolic Gel  |  50 ml

It is a neutralizing solution with Aloe Vera that increases 
the pH of the skin to counteract the aggressive effects of 
acids after the application of a peel. It is recommended to 
apply to the skin to neutralize residual acids after removing 
the product as indicated in the PEELPRO product use 
sheet.

BSK88  PEELPRO NEUTRALIZER LOTION

Neutralizing Solution   |   50 ml 

To remove makeup residues and impurities from the skin.

LECHE LIMPIADORA

Cleansing Milk   |  500 ml

Depigmenting treatment that combines a shock treatment, 
through an active BSK105 mask, with daily maintenance 
using the BSK104 cream that completes the treatment 
making it effective.

BSK200  MELANPRO PACK

Treatment Professional Kit  |  3x30g & 1x10ml

This formula leaves the skin clean and feeling fresh, ready 
to tone with the right product for your skin type.

BSK90  CLEANSER FOAM

Soft Cleansing Foam   |  100  ml
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